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 نمره

1 A)Match the words from column (A) with the definitions in   

   Column B. There is one extra in column B. 
       A                                                                                       B    

1)physical                                               a)to stop something from happening 

2)prevent                                               b)without taking any notice of 

3)vary                                                     c)to  form a thing , amount or number 

4)make up                                             d)to be different from each other               

                                                                 e)relating to the body 
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2 B)Fill in the blanks with the given words.There is one extra word. 

           addiction –  fluently –balanced -  ability - society  

                       depressed 
5)I don't need to sound  like a native speaker, I just want to be able to  

    Speake ……………….. 
6)Human's  ………………….. to talk makes him different from animals. 

7)He had such an ……………………….. to cigarettes that he smoked 40 a day ,  
     and  could never imagine stopping. 

8)Working  with computers for a long time makes people sick and …………… 

9)people especially children should know the importance of a  ………………… 

   diet. 
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3 C)Find the odd word. 
10)a)belief                    b)brain                           c)wish                         d)feeling 

11)a)Europe                 b)Belgium                      c)England                   d)China 
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4 D)Write the synonym for the underlined  words. 
answer to this question.  =  simple)There is  no 21 

time in Spain.  =  wonderful)We had 31 

enough to fight him.   =  strong)I'm not  41 
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5 E)Fill in the blanks with your own words. 
15)Deaf people use  s ………………………… language  to communicate. 

16)I usually go out and  h …………………… out with my friends. 
17)A baby's  h …………………….is nearly twice as fast as an adult's. 
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6 Grammar 

F)Choose  the best answer. 
18)They  …………………….. that novel  yet. 

   a)don't read              b)didn't read              c)won't read            d)haven't read 

19)There must  be  ……………… police  officers  on the road .Don't  drive  too  

     fast. 

    a)a few                       b)lots  of                     c)a  lot                      d)much 

 

20) I  managed  to get  ………………. information  on  him ; now I  know  a  bit 
         more.    

    a)little                     b)few                      c)a  little            d)a few 

 

21)How  ………………….. water  do  you  drink  every  day? 

   a)some                    b)much                   c)many              d)little 

22)Could  you please bring me  a  …………………. Water? 

    a) piece of              b) loaf of                c)glass of          d)bag  of  

23)some people have not visited their relatives ………………………………… 

     a)since a long time                              b)a long time                                 

     c)during a long time                            d)for a long  time 
   

?Wrong)Which  sentence  is  grammatically  42 

   a)There's a small  piece  of  bread  on the table. 

   b)They  have  watched  the  movie  last  week. 

    c)How  many  pencils  do you  have  in  your  bag ? 

    d)We've  lived  here  for 20 years. 
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7 Writing  

,  verb,  subjectthe  following  sentences  which  words are    )InG 
?adverb, and   Object      

25)The  man  is eating  lunch quickly? 
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8 H)Put  the words in correct order. 
26)longer / ever / of / have /a / you / lifestyle / thought / healthy / to /  

      Live? 

 

27)university / I / since / I / rugby / haven't / left / played . 
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9 in the following  words. suffixesand    prefixes)Circle  the  I 
28) midday           29)dangerous                 30)disorder                  31)happiness 
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10 Reading  

J)Read  the  following  cloze test  and  choose  the  best  answer. 
.     All languages  are really ……….32………  , despite their differences .Every  

languages is an amazing  ………33 ……… of communication that meets the 

needs of its own speakers  .It  is impossible to …………34 ……… the world 
without  language .Therefore ,  we  must respect  all languages  , no  

……….35. ……… how different they are and how many speakers they have. 

32)a)careful           b)valuable                 c)possible                      d)talkative 

33)a)work              b)means                     c)wish                            d)range 

34)a)exist               b)show                       c)hold                            d)imagine 

35)a)matter           b)price                        c)plan                            d)need 
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11 K)Read the following text and answer the questions. 
   It's important to choose  food  correctly. What you  eat for breakfast , 

lunch , and dinner can help  make you healthy  and  energetic , or it can 

make you slow , tired , and overweight. It's  important  to eat nutritious 

foods  at each of your meals. 

   If you're like a lot of people ,three meals a day don't seem  to be quite  

enough . Many people have snacks between meals. Some people have a 

little something in the morning ; other people have a big snack in the 

afternoon. Do you  like to eat something  after you get home from school? 

    Snacks can be healthy or very unhealthy .Sodas , candy , and doughnuts 

have a lot of what you don't need and very little of what you really need . 

What you don't need are ''empty  calories''. Many  snacks  foods  and drinks 

 and even food you might eat as a meal  have a load of empty calories.  
    

36)When  do many people eat snacks? 

 
37)What are '' empty  calories''? 

 

38)It's important to eat nutritious ………………… at each of your meals. 

    a)snacks               b)sodas              c)empty  calories              d)foods 

 

 

 

                True or False 

39)Meals can make you only energetic.        a)True                      b)False     

40)Most   people eat  three meals  a day.     a)True                      b)False 
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    Good luck                Rostami 24 
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